3 events with visiting scholar Prof. Tammi Schneider
Thursday, April 18, 2019 • University of Denver

Undergraduate Seminar • 10:00am-11:50am • Sturm Hall 380
Comparing Scriptures: Gender, Justice & the Case of Sarah & Hagar in the Abrahamic Traditions

Context is everything, including when reading scripture. Join us as visiting professor Tammi J. Schneider examines issues of gender and justice in the story of Sarah and Hagar as it is (re)told in the Abrahamic Traditions: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Schneider will also use this case study as a way to discuss the larger topic of the role of the Hebrew Bible as “Scripture” for the New Testament, and the role of both the Hebrew Bible and New Testament in the Quran.

Graduate Seminar • 5:00-6:30pm • Sturm Hall 286
What is Justice? Four Perspectives on the Case of Sarah and Hagar
Space is limited; For readings, RSVP to cjs@du.edu

How we talk about how justice—and just about anything—looks different depending on our vantage point. Texts that appear one way to one person or group are totally different when looked at from a slightly different position. Join us as visiting professor Tammi J. Schneider leads us in conversation over the question “What is justice?” using the case of Sarah and Hagar as a starting point. In this seminar, we look at the story of Sarah and Hagar through the lens of four different textual traditions—ancient Near Eastern law codes, Hebrew Bible, New Testament, and Quran—then place these sources in comparative perspective.

Panel Conversation • 6:45-7:45pm • Sturm Hall 286
Method & the Hebrew Bible
A panel discussion featuring Prof. Schneider, Prof. Amy Balogh (DU), Prof. Amy Erickson (Iliff) & Prof. Mark George (Iliff); moderated by Prof. Sarah Pessin (DU)
Space is limited; RSVP to cjs@du.edu

Tammi J. Schneider is a professor of religion at Claremont Graduate University. Her research draws together the varied fields of archaeology, Assyriology, and biblical studies in an effort to understand the ancient Near East, especially the interactions among various peoples. She teaches ancient Near Eastern History, literature, archaeology and religion, and women in the Hebrew Bible.